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Time Warp

Article Radio Signals out of Our Times was
published at Antentop 01- 2006 as well as at
www.cqham.ru. Below I paste only the feedback on the
article from www.cqham.ru. Also I paste a feedback
received by me on my email. You see, another hams
also have met something like Time Warp in the Air….

July 26, 2006, Maxim, 4Z5PM:

August 27, 2006 at 02:07 UA1TAT:

Already during several weeks every night in the time
from 24.00Z till 02.00Z on CW segment of the 20
meters approximately each 40 minutes a propagation
to South America is appeared. Duration of the
propagation is from 2 to 8 minutes.

All these facts (at the article Time Warp) break not the
laws of the Nature but only our current knowledge
about the Nature. It would be very interesting to collect
the facts and then to study them. I met with the strange
phenomena of Time Warp. At November 1984, at
144,050 MHz, I had heard my own CQ that I sent 14
minutes ago. I was very surprised because at the
times only few hams from my location used to the 2
meters and I was familiar with all of them. So a joke
from somebody was impossible.

Does someone observe a similar?

www.cqham.ru
http://www.antentop.org/
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I know some people who have came in to a forest at
one place but came out at another place that was very
far away from the place. They could not go so far by
feet for the time. It really was and I wish see you while
you be told to these people that it could not be.

September 14, 2006 at 16:53 UA4CR

August 28, 2006 at 20:33 RA9LZ
Yes, somebody may smile and sayl “crazy author.” I
could be done so, BUT… In the middle of 80s at one
evening I sent CQ on the 40 meters. Nobody
answered me. I went to my kitchen for a cup of tea.
When I came back in the shack I heard my CQ from
the transceiver. Pirate, had thought I. Again I sent CQ
and through several minutes I had heard my CQ
coming back from my transceiver. Okey, I retuned my
transceiver from the being frequency to several kHz
apart, then wrote in the memory of my key my callcign
(it was UA9LCT) with random letters, stand key at
maximum speed and shot it into the Air. I fall from my
chair when through several minutes I had heard the
same from my transceiver. The phenomenon was
lasted in the Air near 20 minutes... 73! Alexandr

In July of this year (2006), I was sitting before my
transceiver and hearing the Air. Suddenly I heard: CQ
20, CQ 20, Radio Papa Nine…. Lots radio stations
answered to the call, a real pile- up. I could not
understand nothing, because radio station with RP9…
were working in Russia only at May. It is special
callsign devoted to the Victory day (9 May, 1945). The
station was working 10- 15 minutes, then go to very
deep QSB. I have understand, that in July I have heard
special station that worked at the May on Victory Days
(but from which year?)… At the time a noise was very
high at the 20 meters…. 73, Vyacheslav
September 19, 2006 at 22:15 UA4HVS:
I heard from somebody about strange phenomena that
is occurred near 11 MHz. It looks like the radio signals
with spectrum 3- 4 kHz near the frequency (11 MHz)
was recorded during 15- 20 second and then
transmitted in reverse spectrum. Like tape recorder,
record any signal (ever noise) and then transmitted it in
reverse…

September 1, 2006 at 00:55 Gun
September 20, 2006 at 21:01 UA4HVS:
… When I have read this article, I have remembered
one episode from my life. I just had received my first
callsign and then through a short time I had received
QSLs with date that was one year before I got my ham
license. There were QSLs from Canada and
Yugoslavia. At all QSLs my report was 599. I would
like reminded at first I had got 3- amateur category (at
the USSR’s qualification) that did not allow me to
make QSOs with these countries. What it was,
mistakes of the operators or something else?
September 7, 2006 at 15:16 Alexander T
I very often meet one- way propagation at 10 meters. I
have received (or only somebody has received my
station) with 57- 59, but somebody (or me) hear
nothing. QSOs were duplicated via ICQ. I very often
hear small LDE in 0,5- 2 second from Radio China at
19, 25 and 31 meters.

I have some records (made by me) of LW broadcasting
with echo in some seconds. Real echo… I do not know
how it can be…
September 22, 2006 at 22:08 Andrey, RW4NA:
I want to thank the author for the article… It is very
interesting theme. I would like to say what was
happened with me. On 1982 year I was served in the
Soviet Army, in a division located in Kemerovo region. I
had chance to hear amateurs bands at the Army. One
time I had heard at 40 meters with strong QSB CQ de
UA4NAS (it was my callsign at the times!!). I recognize
my hand key, it was really me! I heard that lots stations
were calling UA4NAS but the strange UA4NAS gave
CQ and CQ like it did not hear anyone. I was very
choked by this. It was in real…
September 24, 2006 at 00:10 Sergey RW6AMP

September 7, 2006 at 14:54 AlexanderT
Sometimes when I have listening DX broadcasting
station, I mention, that time signals, that was
transmitted by the stations not correspond to my local
time. Maybe the radio operators of those stations turn
the time signal directed of their own hand- watch.
In the beginning of 80s, when I lived in the Northern
Caucasia, I had received to my broadcast VHF
receiver audio from TV that was going to 2 hour before
real TV broadcasting. So, I could tell to my amused
friends who was a winner in hockey or football. I can
not understand how I could have received such
signals…
http://www.antentop.org/

I decided to add some stuff from me. Some time ago
(may be 1- 2 years) I have got returned several my
QSLs from Germany with the mark “No the Callsign. “ I
checked the callsigns in databases from the internet.
Really, there are no these callsigns. I was very
surprised because I usually send my QSL (in Europe)
in two cases: or the correspondent ask me about QSL
either I reply to received QSL. So, I send the QSLs on
request of these stations. As you know, a pirate, as
usual, do not request for QSLs. I am on the Air very
long time and I never do mistakes when I receive a
callsign of my correspondent….
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September 29, 2006 at 21:48 Aleksey UA9W **

For the 160 meters I have used a home made one
band transceiver (design of UA1FA, Radio #4, 1980)
with PA made on 3x GU50 (GU50- a Russian tube, can
give near 100 watts at 160 meters). In that summer I
have done lots interesting QSO’s. From these QSOs I
have remembered a QSO with 4X4xxx, Israel. It was
my first 4X4 on 160. It was 599 in both ends. Near half
of hour we chatted about our equipment and life. It
turned out, that my correspondent was immigrated to
Israel from the USSR in 1981 year. I have sent my
QSL to him but never have got his QSL.

When I have got my callsign I sometimes spent in the
Air 8 hours per day. I have used only CW. I look for
interesting stations so I mostly heard the Air. Several
times I heard how a station with the same callsign like
mine worked in the Air with another stations. Copy cat,
I thought, but very talent copy cat because he sent
CW practically like me… When I have read the article I
recognize that may be I have heard me from others
times.
October 10, 2006 at 02:43 V.V.
"There are things, which we can not know, but it is
impossible have known, what is these things".
In 1973 I was a schoolboy who is a radio fan. I made
a wireless adapter (schematic was published in soviet
magazine Radio). I t was one- transistor VHF
transmitter that can be received in distance of 10
meters. I connected the adapter to my tape recorder
Nota and enjoyed hearing of the record of music of a
local jazz- band from my home receiver that was
switch on to VHF band. The receiver was placed in the
distance of 5 meters from the tape recorder. When the
tape was finished and tape recorder was stopped I
turn the receiver to HF- band. Suddenly, when I look
for HF stations (as usual I look for Voice of America), I
heard the music that I transmitted 15 times ago. Like a
stupid I stared to my stopped tape recorder with
standing tape and heard the music with all defects that
was on my tape. Unknown station had transmitted all
the music and stopped at the same place like at my
tape. After that only the silence was at the frequency…
I was astonished I could not understand nothing… I
was heard my broadcasting after near 15 minutes
when I had stopped the tape. More, I had heard the
broadcasting on another frequency (in another band!).
Until today I can explain the situation only like devil’s
joke…

In the winter of 1993 the sloper was broken by a storm
wind as well as the storm broken my antennas for HFan I.V. for the 40 meters and an UW4HW (broadband
vertical) that I have used for the 20 and 15 meters. I
could not fix the antennas straight away after storm.
Then, in the 1993, my company did global cutting and I
was dismissed. My live turned down I looked for any
job and I had no time to fix my antennas and to work in
the Air. In 1996 I was emigrated to Israel.
Through several years of my life in Israel I found a job
at a very good company according to my qualification
of Electronics Engineer. It was amused but in one of
the departments of the company it was worked a ham
with whom I had QSO in 1992. I talked with him about
the QSO, it is occurred that he also had remembered
the QSO, he sent me a QSL and did not get nothing…
I told him that I also had not received his QSL. Through
several days he met me and gave me a QSL for the
contact. On the QSL the date was 1993, when I did not
work in the Air. I told him about the mistake. On the
other day he brought his log for 1993 where the QSO
was written. I did not want looks like an idiot (only got
good job), so, I told him, well, it is my mistake, of
course, the QSO was in 1993… But I know that I did
not work in the Air in 1993! ==

I. G.: Also I have received on my email some very
interesting feedbacks to the article Time Warp. One
feedback I paste below. The ham, who sent me that
feedback, has agreed to publish it only under condition
of complete anonymity.
== I want to describe a strange case which has taken
place with me.
I had obtained my ham license in 1977. Then I was
active mostly CW on 40, 20 and 15 meters. But in
summer of 1992 I have decided to try a 160 meters. I
installed a sloper in 42 meters long. One end of the
sloper was tied to my balcony (9 floor) another end
was tied (through a gay) to a light pole.

http://www.antentop.org/
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